Missing Human Rights and missing Sovereignty in
the occupied territories,
Proclamation on the Forever Heaven Celebration Day
of 2016,
by
The JPE Government which has respected to, complied with and accessioned to the
Geneva Conventions of 1949
and
The UN NGO RCJE, the international organization for serving Geneva Conventions of 1949
in the occupied Japan Empire’s territories
The State of the Japanese Empire, hereinafter “Japan Empire” or “JPE”;
The Re-establishing Government of Japan Empire is the Government of Japan Empire, hereinafter “JPE
Government”. The plenipotentiary, the prime minister of the Re-establishing Government of Japan Empire, is
called “(Sec.) Prime Minister”. For more information please see “The Japan Empire Proclamation on the
Forever Heaven Celebration Day of 2015 & National Banquet Invitation”, please having it from
http://regovje.org/files/20160806ECfor20161223.pdf
Published on 23 December 2016 - the Forever Heaven Celebration Day of 2016

Our most beloved and revered His Majesty the Emperor;
Dear ICRC Presidency, the Assembly and all the staff of ICRC;
Dear IFRC Presidency, the Assembly and all the staff of IFRC;
Dear Protecting Powers: ICRC, Japan, Swiss Confederation, Republic of Azerbaijan,
Federal Republic of Germany, Italian Republic, Russian Federation, Republic of the
Philippines ( The JPE Government affirm the Philippines having the guts to stand up to the face of United
States, to face the American imperialistic aggression. The JPE Government through the resolution of Japan
Empire’s National Developing Policy Committee, hereby, respectfully request Republic of the Philippines to be
the Protecting Power of Japan Empire. Republic of the Philippines is as same as other Protecting Powers of
Japan Empire, all the JPE Government’s needs and promises to Protecting Powers had been stated in “The
Japan Empire Proclamation on the Forever Heaven Celebration Day of 2015 & National Banquet Invitation”).

Respected H.E. United Nations Secretary-General, UN General Assembly, UN Security
Council, All Ambassadors to the United Nations, All officials and staff of committees of
the United Nations, and All Judges, prosecutors, clerks of ICJ and of ICC,
The JPE Government (the Re-establishing Government of Japan Empire), the UN NGO
RCJE - Rescue Committee for the people of Japan Empire, and all the citizens in Formosa
and Pescadores of Japan Empire, on this auspicious national celebration – the Forever
Heaven Celebration Day “天長節”, bring our heartfelt respects to the birthday of His
Majesty the Emperor, and share our longing “for restoring Human Rights and recovering
Japan Empire’s Sovereignty” with ICRC, IFRC and all the countries in the world.
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A. Nationality and Human Rights of the civilians of the occupied Japan
Empire Formosa
Now, the JPE Government has about 20 million (Note 1) Japan Empire’s nationals in the
occupied Japan Empire Formosa and Pescadores (Formosa and Pescadores, hereinafter
“Taiwan”).
Note 1: the amount of Japan Empire’s nationals in the population of the occupied Japan Empire Formosa and
Pescadores
There were 6.35 million Japan Empire nationals in Taiwan in 1945; USA’s CIA website proclaimed that USA and
USA’s aggression force (Chiang Kai-shek) moved 2 million Chinese Refugees into the occupied territories Taiwan
at the end of 1949. Through the 228 Massacre in 1947 made by USA and USA’s aggression force (Chiang
Kai-shek), the populations in Taiwan was about 6 million, and adding 2 million Chinese Refugees = 8 million
population at the end of 1949. The Japan Empire’s nationals: Chinese Refugees is similar to 3:1.
However, most of Chinese Refugees who obtained money illegally under cover of USA and USA’s aggression force
(Chiang Kai-shek) fled again to USA.
Now, the population in Taiwan is 23.5 million. If we calculated Japan Empire’s nationals through above 3:1,
there are 18 million Japan Empire nationals, but refer to more evidences showing that there were not so many
Chinese Refugees moving into Taiwan as USA’s CIA proclaimed and the rate of Chinese Refugees fleeing again to
USA is high. That means the Japan Empire’s nationals may be more than 20 million in Taiwan today.
Therefore, the amount of Japan Empire’s nationals in the population of the occupied Japan Empire’s Formosa
and Pescadores is at least 18 million and estimated to 20 million.

The nationality of the inhabitants of Taiwan came from 1897, the time after 2 years of the
Treaty of Shimonoseki (1895) coming into force. At Article 5 of the Treaty of Shimonoseki
(1895), it plainly provides that the inhabitants of Taiwan could individually consider having
the nationality of Japan Empire within two years since the said treaty coming into force;
and, it came from the Citizenship law performed in Taiwan in 1902. (for more details,
please see “Annex 1: The inhabitants of Taiwan and Penghu are citizens of Japan Empire”
of “The Japan Empire Proclamation on the Forever Heaven Celebration Day of 2015 &
National Banquet Invitation” http://regovje.org/files/20160806ECfor20161223.pdf)
From then on, the inhabitants of Taiwan have been benefited into the history of Human
Rights.
The day of May 8th is the day of Treaty of Shimonoseki (1895) coming into force, is the
World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day, and is the day that the inhabitants of Taiwan
started their lives with Human Rights, with nationality of the sovereign State (Japan Empire)
and “everyone is entitled in full equality to a fair and public hearing by an independent and
impartial tribunal, in the determination of his rights and obligations and of any criminal
charge against him”.
But the Human Rights of the inhabitants who are of Japan Empire’s nationality have been
brutally deprived since the “Military Occupation Starting Day” on 25 October 1945 till
today by United States Aggression Force-Chinese Refugees Armed Group (USAF-CRAG, for
more details, please see Annex 5: USAF-CRAG /,jusaf’krag / U.S. Aggression Force –
Chinese Refugees Armed Group of “The Japan Empire Proclamation on the Forever
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Heaven Celebration Day of 2015 & National Banquet Invitation”
http://regovje.org/files/20160806ECfor20161223.pdf) in violation of the Laws of War, the
Geneva Conventions of 1949 and in violation of The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR).

B. The situations before the time that the inhabitants of Formosa and
Pescadores having Human Rights in history.
What are the situations in Formosa and Pescadores before Japan Empire’s
sovereignty over Formosa and Pescadores by the Treaty of Shimonoseki (1895)?
1. It had poor transport facilities and no communications.
"When Japan (Japan Empire) took over Formosa there were no roads in existence."
Please see the New York Times reported “SAVAGE ISLAND OF FORMOSA TRANSFORMED
BY JAPANESE 24 September 1904”
http://www.rcje.org/index.php/tw/discussion/item/11-savage-island-of-formosa-transf
ormed-by-japanese
2. There were many local tribes.
Tribes were in mountains, in flatlands in Formosa. There were old-armed conflicts and
agreements between tribes. None of our tribes had an international vision, and there
was none tribe called Formosa.
Besides, all the tribes had never moved from mainland China, they were natives of
Formosa, or moving around Austronesian islands.
(For more details, please see “Annex 3 – 5: Ever since ancient times Taiwan and Penghu
belong to Japan” of “The Japan Empire Proclamation on the Forever Heaven Celebration
Day of 2015 & National Banquet Invitation”
http://regovje.org/files/20160806ECfor20161223.pdf )
3. The harsh survival conditions
Qing Empire did not offer nationality to the inhabitants of Formosa and Pescadores, and
had no any constructions (including traffic) in Formosa and Pescadores before the Qing
Empire ceded its colonies Formosa and Pescadores to Japan Empire. It was savage, poor
sanitation and harsh to survive in Formosa and Pescadores. The population was
estimated to 2 million in Formosa and Pescadores as same as the time Qing Empire
exterminating the escaped remnant forces of Ming Empire.
The population of Formosa and Pescadores into the Human Rights Age of Japan
Empire amounted to 2,455,357 in 1897. It had risen to 3,082,404 in 1903 and had risen
to 6.35 million in 1945.
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4. Qing Empire’s officials colluded with organized bands of outlaws and robbers
In the year of 1895, when Qing Empire ceded full sovereignty of Formosa and
Pescadores to Japan Empire, few Qing Empire’s officials colluded with organized bands
of outlaws and robbers announcing to form “The Taiwan Republic” in the savage
territories (see item 1 and 2 above) provided in international treaty. “The Taiwan
Republic” was ridiculous and totally outlaws. The leaders of “The Taiwan Republic” fled
back to Qing Empire after they pillaged or defrauded inhabitants’ property. There is a
Formosan proverb named “a-po-lang-kang” (The Qing Empire’s official wore makeup to
old lady to run away) describing the ridiculous “The Taiwan Republic”

C. The harsh situation of Human Rights in Formosa and Pescadores since
the armistice day on 2 September 1945 till now
This year is the 71st year since the Japan Empire has been occupied. Reviewing to the
armistice day on 2 September 1945, it must be the longest war, the worst war in human
history in violation of Hague Conventions (1899 and 1907) and the Geneva Conventions
(1949) with infringing Human Rights leading by USA.
Under the USA’s military occupation, the United States threatened the JPE
Government to abolish the Japanese Red Cross Society by Edict No.15 on 17 January
1947 causing that ICRC cannot communicate Japanese Red Cross and cannot give the
Human Rights aids and Humanitarian aids to Japan Empire’s nationals. This made the
Japan Empire’s nationals lost the help from the international humanitarian organization.
And under the USA’s military occupation, the United States forced partly territories
of Japan Empire to enforce New Constitution with sovereignty transferring to people. By
the use of force and threats, to transfer sovereignty under military occupation, the USA
forced a new Japan to be independent from Japan Empire. This made the JPE
Government being “temporary disappearance”, and made the Japan Empire’s nationals
lose Human Rights’ protection by the JPE Government.
On the other hand, in the occupied Japan Empire’s Formosa and Pescadores (Formosa
and Pescadores, hereinafter “Taiwan”), the President of the United States appointed
General Douglas Macarthur as the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers (SCAP) to
publish the General Order No. 1 to assign the Chinese warlord Chiang Kai-shek to occupy
the Japan Empire’s territory Formosa and French colony Vietnam. Nominally, Chiang
Kai-shek Group is acting on behalf of the Allied Powers to occupy Japan Empire’s Formosa;
in fact, Chiang Kai-shek Group is the foreign mercenaries of USA, and acting on behalf of
USA to occupy Japan Empire’s Formosa.
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On 25 December 1945, the day after the day that UN Charter coming into force,
Chiang Kai-shek’s army formally proclaimed its occupation in Taipei of Formosa and named
the day “Retrocession Day”. However, The Republic of China (ROC) started its National
Independence Movement in the non-self-governing-territory-China since 1912, but Qing
Empire had ceded Formosa and Pescadores to Japan Empire very early in 1895. Even if ROC
inherited Qing Empire’s sovereignty could have no sovereignty over Formosa, let alone ROC
did not inherit Qing Empire’s sovereignty. Chiang Kai-shek acting on behalf of USA to
occupy Formosa with announcing ”Retrocession Day” is obliviously a proclamation that
military occupation in Japan Empire’s Formosa started on the day after the day that UN
Charter coming into force.
Chinese warlord Chiang Kai-shek is acting on behalf of USA to occupy Japan Empire’s
Formosa. On 10 January 1946, it proclaimed a military Order No.01297 in the occupied
territories Formosa and Pescadores, trying to violate Hague Convention (1899 1907), to
violate Article 2 - the principle of UN Charter, to force the occupied Japan Empire civilians
being the ROC nationals. However, ROC started its National Independence Movement,
since 1912 to the end of 1949, had failed and had never forming sovereignty in the
non-self-governing-territory-China. How can such a Chinese warlord naturalize the
occupied Japan Empire civilians to have ROC’s nationality in violation of Laws of War, in
violation of the principle of UN Charter? Later on 26 October 1946, the Occupying Power
USA’s official foreign relations document pointed out that all the inhabitants of Formosa
and Pescadores are all of Japan Empire’s nationality. They had never been of ROC’s
nationality. (For more details, please see Annex 1 - 5: The United States in her 1946
official foreign relations document pointed out that all the inhabitants of Taiwan and
Penghu are Japan Empire’s nationals of “The Japan Empire Proclamation on the Forever
Heaven Celebration Day of 2015 & National Banquet Invitation”
http://regovje.org/files/20160806ECfor20161223.pdf)
The Chinese warlord Chiang Kai-shek who was assigned by USA, has dissolved
Governor Authorities of Formosa (臺灣總督府) of occupied Japan Empire in violation of
Laws of War, committed Crimes Against Humanity and Genocide to the occupied Japan
Empire civilians as well-known as 228 Massacre, pillaged occupied civilians’ property,
printed money of New Taiwan Dollar with exchanging to Occupied original Formosa Dollar
by 1 : 40000, obstructed United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA)
and obstructed ICRC from stationing Formosa for offering humanitarian aids and for
rebuilding civil authorities. Thousands and thousands of occupied Japan Empire civilians
died of hunger and diseases in Formosa and Pescadores, by the lack of foods and medicine.
The Chinese warlord Chiang Kai-shek who was assigned by USA, has levied civil taxes
has conscripted soldiers, from occupied Japan Empire civilians, till today.
And till today, the UNRRA, the United Nations Human Rights Council, and the ICRC,
cannot station in the occupied Formosa and Pescadores which are controlled by
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USAF-CRAG. The harsh situation in the occupied Formosa and Pescadores in violation of
International Human Rights Law and International Humanitarian Law has never improved;
the United States is seriously in violation of Geneva Conventions of 1949.
The Chinese warlord Chiang Kai-shek who was supported by USA, murdered Wang
Jing-wei who was the leader of the regime in the Capital Nanking City of ROC. Later on, the
Chinese warlord Chiang Kai-shek was spurned by the Mao Zedong regime and Chinese
people due to its corruption and had been perished in Nanking in the end of 1949. The
National Independence Movement of ROC had failed to exist. Just as said by the sentence
of Case No. 08-5078 of US Court that said “..., forcing Chiang Kai-shek to flee to Taiwan (the
occupied Japan Empire’s Formosa) and re-establish the Republic of China ("R.O.C.") in
exile.”
The ROC after 1949 is not the ROC in mainland China, it was created by Chiang
Kai-shek in violation of Laws of War and in violation of UN Charter in the occupied
territories Formosa and Pescadores. This ROC (the ROC after 1949, hereinafter
“USAF-CRAG”; for more details, please see Annex 5: USAF-CRAG /,jusaf’krag / U.S.
Aggression Force – Chinese Refugees Armed Group of “The Japan Empire Proclamation on
the Forever Heaven Celebration Day of 2015 & National Banquet Invitation”
http://regovje.org/files/20160806ECfor20161223.pdf ) has never been a State, but a
Chinese jihad organization – anti mainland China’s Chinese Government. The USAF-CRAG is
an international terrorist organization created by the USA. The USA through Chiang
Kai-shek established USAF-CRAG in the occupied territory Formosa.
Till today, all the civil authorities, civil body, all deferent level courts in the occupied
Japan Empire Formosa have been taken over by the USAF-CRAG in violation of Geneva
Conventions of 1949.

D. The occupied civilians are in urgent need of rebuilding court in the
occupied Formosa.
In 2015 in the occupied Formosa, there were 5763 adjudgements in the Supreme
Courts controlled by USAF-CRAG, 19240 adjudgements in the High Courts controlled by
USAF-CRAG, 2325681 adjudgements in the District Courts controlled by USAF-CRAG. A total
of 2350684 civil cases are given false verdict by USAF-CRAG in the occupied Formosa, in
violation of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), in violation of the Laws of
War, in violation of Article 47 and 147 of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. An
average of 6441 occupied civilians are infringed their Human Rights by USAF-CRAG each
day.
In 2015 in the occupied Formosa, there were 5577 adjudgements in the Supreme
Criminal Courts controlled by USAF-CRAG, 32355 adjudgements in the High Criminal Courts
controlled by USAF-CRAG, 460261 adjudgements in the District Criminal Courts controlled
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by USAF-CRAG. A total of 498193 criminal cases because of violating USAF-CRAG’s laws
which are illegally taking over all civil authorities to enforce in the occupied Formosa, are
given illegal verdict by USAF-CRAG’s inside procedure, make the case concerned occupied
civilians put to Jail or to be punished or to be executed , in violation of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), in violation of the Laws of War, in violation of Article
47 and 147 of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, in lack of station of International
Humanitarian Organization, in lack of supervision of Protecting Powers. An average of 1356
occupied civilians were put to Jail or punished or executed by USAF-CRAG’s illegal verdict
each day.
Such serious situation of Infringing Human Rights is worse than the sentence of Case
No. 08-5078 of USA’s Court that said “America and China’s tumultuous relationship over
the past sixty years has trapped the inhabitants of Taiwan in political purgatory. During
this time the people on Taiwan have lived without any uniformly recognized government.
In practical terms, this means they have uncertain status in the world community which
infects the population’s day-to-day lives.”

E. The occupied territories Formosa and Pescadores are in urgent need of
the station of Protecting Powers of Geneva Conventions, International
Committee of Red Cross (ICRC) and United Nations Peacekeeping Force.
There is no any legitimate force in the occupied Formosa to protect ICRC and the
United Nations’ NGO - Rescue Committee for the people of Japan Empire (RCJE). While
RCJE’s officials work on duty provided by the Geneva Conventions of 1949, such as
searching for the killed the wounded or dispersed persons, assisting the protected persons
with relief supplies, medical care, shelter from fighting in the occupied territories, the
RCJE’s officials are usually threatened, forced to pay USAF-CRAG the traffic taxes and fee,
forced to pay fines and forced to pay taxes of occupied civil resources in violation of the
Fourth Geneva Convention.
The RCJE’s officials work on duty of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 in the
occupied Formosa may be killed and be pillaged personal property by USAF-CRAG at any
time.
Yours sincerely,
(Sec.) Prime Minister of the JPE Government
President of Rescue Committee for the people of Japan Empire
Selig S.N. Tsai 蔡 世能

23 December 2016
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Introduction to
the Rescue Committee for the people of Japan Empire
(RCJE) of United Nations NGO
23 December 2016

Terms
The State of the Japanese Empire, hereinafter “Japan Empire” or “JPE”;
The Re-establishing Government of Japan Empire is the Government of Japan Empire,
hereinafter “JPE Government”;
The plenipotentiary, the prime minister of the Re-establishing Government of Japan Empire,
is called “(Sec.) Prime Minister”.
The State of Japan, which was forced to be independent from the Japan Empire on 3 May
1947 under U.S. military occupation, was recognized its independence and was entitled to
use the name “Japan” as its State’s name in English by SFPT Article 1(b), hereinafter
“Japan”;
International Committee of the Red Cross, hereinafter “ICRC”;
The Charter of the United Nations, hereinafter “UN Charter”;
“The Republic of China in exile”, or “ROC in exile”, hereinafter “USAF-CRAG”;
explained as follows:
(1) The Republic of China (“ROC”) was the name of a National Independence Movement
held by Chinese people in the southeast of Mainland China since 1912, which had ever
supported by the Soviet Union, the Japan Empire and the United States. The ROC had
ever allied with the Japan Empire to fight against the United States’ acts of aggression,
had ever been murdered its leader and took over power by the US-supported Chinese
warlord Chiang Kai-shek, and had finally failed its existence due to its corruption at the
end of the Chinese civil war at its capital Nanking in October 1949;
(2) Chinese warlord Chiang Kai-shek and his troops was a non-State armed group, and is
an occupying agent of the United States, which was assigned to occupy Japan Empire’s
territory Taiwan (Formosa) by the United States President through the US General
MacArthur’s General Order No.1, and has its first ever landing Taiwan on 25 October
1945;
(3) After the Chinese civil war at the end of 1949, Chiang Kai-shek who even was not an
official of ROC but merely an US President assigned Chinese warlord, fled to the
occupied Japan Empire’s territory Taiwan to rebuild the Republic of China in exile (this
is proved by the US court, see Annex 5 of “Proclamation on the Forever Heaven
Celebration Day of 2015 & National Banquet Invitation”,
http://www.regovje.org/files/20160806ECfor20161223.pdf);
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(4) After the Chinese civil war, Chiang Kai-shek and his troops fled to other occupied
State’s territories, this makes the Chiang’s non-State Chinese armed group turn to be
the Chinese Refugees armed group;
(5) Through above (3) and (4), it proves that the Republic of China in exile is the Chinese
Refugees armed group;
(6) Through above (2) and (3), it proves that the Republic of China in exile is an US
assigned aggression force.
(7) Through above (5) and (6), it proves that the Republic of China in exile is the U.S.
Aggression Force - Chinese Refugees armed group, hereinafter “USAF-CRAG”; for
more details please refer to Annex 5 and 6; for more reference on Republic of China,
please see Annex 3 and 4 of “Proclamation on the Forever Heaven Celebration Day of
2015 & National Banquet Invitation”.

For more information please see The Japan Empire Proclamation on the Forever Heaven
Celebration Day of 2015 & National Banquet Invitation, please having it from
http://regovje.org/files/20160806ECfor20161223.pdf
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1. The Establishment and Courses of UN NGO RCJE
On 22 May 2013, In the occupied Japan Empire Formosa, Mr. Selig Tsai(蔡世能先生), Mr.
Asahi Tsai(蔡騏旭先生), Mr. Honlin Lue(呂陳蒼林先生), Mr. Jong-Jie Wu(吳宗哲先生), Mr.
Shih-Chang Liang(梁世昌先生), Mr. Pei-Shiun Tsai(蔡佩勳先生), and etc., declared that 1. They found themselves in the hands of the aggression army USAF-CRAG of Occupying
Power USA of which they are not nationals.
(This is in conformity to the “Persons protected by the Convention” of Article 4 of the
Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949)
2. And their re-establishment (“resettlement”) had never taken place to the State of
Meiji Constitution – Japan Empire, they shall be benefited by the Fourth Geneva
Convention of 1949.
(This is in conformity to the Article 6 of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, ” The word
"resettlement" is used in regard to protected persons who cannot be repatriated for one
reason or another and are not allowed to settle permanently in the country where they are
living.”)
3. And declared that the “Rescue Committee for the people of Japan Empire (RCJE)” has
been formed by them in the Taipei City of the occupied Japan Empire Formosa, to
understand and respect and accept and subject to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, to
work for protected persons under the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, with
respectfully notification to the ICRC, the IFRC, the Security Council of UN, United Nations
Secretary-General, Japan, and etc.;
(This is in conformity to the Article 2 of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949. Although
the Japan Empire was not a party to the said Convention, the RCJE has declared accepting
and applying the provisions thereof on 22 May 2013. A half year later, the JPE Government
has declared and promised in all circumstances to respect and accept the Geneva
Conventions of 1949 on 20 February 2014. The JPE Government has also accessioned to
the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and their three Additional Protocols, submitted the
accession documents to the Swiss Federal Council as depository of the said Conventions
and Protocols, and respectfully notified the United Nations Secretary-General in respect of
the accession to the said Conventions and Protocols, on 8 March 2014.)
On 18 June 2013, RCJE has requested ICRC to Station in the occupied territories –
Formosa and Pescadores.
On 13 July 2013, pursuant to the Fourth Geneva Convention, RCJE has requested the ICRC
and Japan to be the Protecting Powers of Japan Empire.
Since 20 September 2013, RCJE has started to issue the Identification card of Japan
Empire Subjects, who are protected persons of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949.
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( RCJE thanks the ICRC, the República Argentina, the United Nations Secretary-General Ban
Ki-Moon, the First Second Third Fourth Fifth and Sixth Committee of the United Nations;
RCJE thanks the monthly president of the United Nations Security Council, they are
Argentina, Azerbaijan, France and United Kingdom; and,
RCJE thanks República de Cuba, Syrian Arab Republic.)
Since 23 October 2013, RCJE has registered in United Nations NGO and been the UN NGO
RCJE. (RCJE, hereinafter UN NGO RCJE)
On 5 February 2014, UN NGO RCJE President Selig Tsai received mail from ICRC. The mail
prompted UN NGO RCJE that the Identification of Nationality shall be issued by
Government instead of civilian organization.
For the purpose of taking responsibilities to the international community, to the State’s
sovereignty, to the occupied civilians’ Human Rights, and to the promise of protecting
civilians under 1949 Geneva Conventions; and,
the re-establishment of the occupied State, in accordance with “2013 天長節賀壽文” in
English called “Grateful document on the Forever Haven Celebration Day of 2013”
(http://rcje.org/index.php/tw/home/celebrating-emperor-birthday);
Pursuant to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, UN NGO RCJE President Selig Tsai and her
members and other Japan Empire Subjects, has re-established the Government of Japan
Empire on 20 February 2014 in the occupied Japan Empire Formosa, to declare that the
Japan Empire Government (the re-establishing Government of Japan Empire, hereinafter
the “JPE Government”) in all circumstances respects and accepts and subjects to the
Geneva Conventions of 1949.
On 8 March 2014, the JPE Government has accessioned to the Geneva Conventions of
1949 and their three Additional Protocols, submitted the accession documents to the Swiss
Federal Council as depository of the said Conventions and Protocols, and respectfully
notified His Majesty the Emperor and the United Nations Secretary-General in respect of
the accession to the said Conventions and Protocols.

2. The Purpose of UN NGO RCJE
1. Pursuant to the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949, the UN NGO RCJE protects and
upholds the Human Rights of the people of the occupied Japan Empire; the protected
persons shall continue to benefit by the said Convention, to demand the United States
of America (USA) and the aggression army sent by USA to take the responsibilities
provided by the said Convention.
a. It shall be prohibited that USAF-CRAG recruits soldiers form the civilian of the
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occupied territory. UN NGO RCJE continues to collect testimony evidences of USA’s
War Crimes.
(Article 51 of Fourth Geneva Convention provides that ‘The Occupying Power may not
compel protected persons to serve in its armed or auxiliary forces. No pressure or
propaganda which aims at securing voluntary enlistment is permitted.’
Article 147 of Fourth Geneva Convention prohibit “compelling a protected person to
serve in the forces of a hostile Power.”)
b. It shall be prohibited that USAF-CRAG demands the occupied civilians – Japan
Empire Subjects to swear allegiance to the enemy force. All schools shall not raise
USAF-CRAG’s flag and shall not demand students to sing USAF-CRAG’s anthem.
They shall sing the occupied national anthem “君が代”, the common national
anthem of Japan and Japan Empire.
(Article 45 of Fourth Hague Convention provides ‘It is forbidden to compel the
inhabitants of occupied territory to swear allegiance to the hostile Power.’
Article 51 commentary para.1 of Fourth Geneva Convention provides ‘Its object is to
protect the inhabitants of the occupied territory from actions offensive to their
patriotic feelings or from attempts to undermine their allegiance to their own
country.’)
C. It shall use the original national language Japanese as the official language of the
local civil authorities in the occupied Formosa. Schools shall regulate Japanese and
English as required learning languages. The national language of Protecting Powers
shall be regulated as the national second language in the occupied Japan Empire
Formosa.
(USAF-CRAG has changed the original languages of the occupied Formosa and
unlawfully occupied civil authorities in seriously violation of 1899 1907 Hague
Conventions and 1949 Geneva Conventions till now with culture elimination and
Genocide. USA with its aggression army is the flagrante delicto of War Crime.)
d. USA as the Occupying Power to send Chinse warlord Chinang Kai-shek to occupy
Japan Empire Formosa by USA General’s General Order NO.1, shall offer free food
supplies for the maintenance of the protected persons and offer ration houses to the
protected persons. Because of the illegal and bad management of USAF-CRAG, the
water sources are seriously polluted. River water cannot be directly boiled for
drinking, but need to be purified through waterworks; therefore, faucet water shall
be freely offered to the protected persons. It is unable to cook without electricity,
so water and electricity shall be offered to the protected persons for free.
(Article 69 of Protocol I additional to the Geneva Conventions, Basic needs in occupied
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territories
1. In addition to the duties specified in Article 55 of the Fourth Convention concerning
food and medical supplies, the Occupying Power shall, to the fullest extent of the
means available to it and without any adverse distinction, also ensure the provision of
clothing, bedding, means of shelter, other supplies essential to the survival of the
civilian population of the occupied territory and objects necessary for religious
worship.)
e. The USA and it USAF-CRAG shall offer medical care freely to the protected persons
in the occupied Japan Empire Formosa.
(Article 69 of Protocol I additional to the Geneva Conventions, Basic needs in occupied
territories, and;
Article 91 of Fourth Geneva Convention)
f. The USA as the occupying Power to Japan Empire, shall offer the occupied Formosa
civilians in their working rights as same as USA nationals or better than USA
nationals.
(Provided by Article 38, 39, 40 and 91 of Fourth Geneva Convention)
g. It shall rebuild the court in the occupied Japan Empire Formosa.
(Provided by Article 47, 147 and 6 of Fourth Geneva Convention)

2. UN NGO RCJE in the occupied Japan Empire territories Formosa and Pescadores
carries out duties provided by the 1949 Geneva Conventions, such as assisting the
protected persons with relief supplies, medical care, shelter from fighting, searching for
the killed the wounded or dispersed persons, dissemination of the Geneva Conventions,
and etc.

3. UN NGO RCJE offers the training of International Law, International Human Rights
Laws and International Humanitarian Laws.

4. Pursuant to Article 6 of Fourth Geneva Convention, UN NGO RCJE assists JPE
Government to re-establish Japan Empire, to resettle the protected persons to the State
where they are living before military occupation.
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Rescue Committee for the people of Japan Empire (UN NGO RCJE)
President Selig Tsai 蔡 世能

23 December 2016
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Annex of Introduction to the UN NGO RCJE
Picture 1: The scope of Japan Empire’s territories
Description: The scope of Japan Empire’s territories has been protected by Article 2, the
Principle, of UN Charter that came into force on 24 October 1945.
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Picture 2: The Emblem of Geneva Convention of 1949 for Japan Empire
Description:
(For more details, please see Annex 7: Proclamation of the Red Crystal Rising Sun
Emblem having been the Emblem of Geneva Conventions of 1949 in the territories of the
occupied Japan Empire including Taiwan and Penghu by the JPE Government of “The
Japan Empire Proclamation on the Forever Heaven Celebration Day of 2015 & National
Banquet Invitation” http://regovje.org/files/20160806ECfor20161223.pdf )
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